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In this inspiring collection of fifty-one sermons on Romans, Fleming Rutledge presents afresh
the radical gospel of Paul. Countering the widespread suspicion that Paul somehow complicated
Jesus' simple teachings, Rutledge shows how Paul actually makes explicit what is implicit in the
Gospel narratives and reveals "the full dimensions of God's project to reclaim the cosmos and
everything in it for himself."With her stirring words and joyful delving into Romans passages,
Rutledge leads readers to refocus their eyes and ears on Paul's valuable teachings. She
unpacks major ideas and motifs in the epistle, including the cross and resurrection of Christ as
the first event of the age to come, faith as the human response ignited by the fire of the Word
and the Holy Spirit, and God's work of salvation as all-encompassing and incomparable. Her Not
Ashamed of the Gospel will be a help to preachers and an encouragement to listeners.
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The Seven Last Words from the Cross



C. C. Black, “At The Farthest Remove From Shame—A Glorious Feast. This is the one book I
recommend to pastors and theological students who have convinced themselves that excellent
sermons cannot be crafted from Paul's most glorious yet recondite letter. How grateful we are
that such a gifted preacher has given us this humane, theologically rich harvest.”

Michael W. Hawkins, “Michael Hawkins. Fleming Rutledge is a wonder at exegesis in a way that
is strongly revealing while holding your attention completely. She has become my constant
companion and I have already used up packages of highlighters while residing in her books. She
refreshes my soul.”

Mary, “Clear teaching. Well written with effective illustrations to help explain the logical argument
that Paul makes.  Using for extra material for a ladies study group.”

Judy Stevenson, “Five Stars. Outstanding expositions.”

Kevin Hall, “Five Stars. I never tire of reading her sermons. They both inspire and convict.”

Doug Rowston, “Brilliant!. This book was everything that the review in THE EXPOSITORY
TIMES promised. See Geoffrey Stevenson, 'Pertinent and Post-Critical Pauline Preaching', THE
EXPOSITORY TIMES,120:26, October 2008.”

S. McDonald, “From William B. Eerdmans. In this inspiring collection of fifty-one sermons on
Romans, the author presents afresh the radical gospel of Paul. Countering the widespread
suspicion that Paul somehow complicated Jesus' simple teachings, the author shows how Paul
actually makes explicit what is implicit in the Gospel narratives and reveals "the full dimensions
of God's project to reclaim the cosmos and everything in it for himself." With her stirring words
and joyful delving into Romans passages, the author leads readers to refocus their eyes and
ears on Paul's valuable teachings. She unpacks major ideas and motifs in the epistle, including
the cross and resurrection of Christ as the first event of the age to come, faith as the human
response ignited by the fire of the Word and the Holy Spirit, and God's work of salvation as all--
encompassing and incomparable. This book will be a help to preachers and an encouragement
to listeners.”

Reader, “magnificent collection of preaching on Paul. Fleming Rutledge's work is always
thoughtful, challenging, and exhilarating. Highest quality biblical interpretation, vivid illustrations,
engaging literary allusions, passionate personal application, insightful social engagement--all
offered in a wonderful use of language, herself. This collection of sermons on Romans comes
from throughout the course of her ministry so far; giving a sense of her development as a



preacher, as well. We have here an outstanding example of re-connection with Paul, specifically
in a "mainline church" context. This volume provides an example of what preaching can and
ought to be--and also is vital spiritual reading.”

James Alan Friend, “Pau's confession of faith. I wish I had heard these sermons live.. They go to
the heart of Paul's appeal as a witness to the gospel of Christ. The relevanceof his message to-
day is clearly set out, and Rutledge's expressive style adds to its appeal.”

Humbert Sealy, “Four Stars. Very easy to read understand and follow.”

The book by Fleming Rutledge has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 32 people have provided feedback.
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